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	>> Welcome, everyone.  This is the presentation Called Agency Collaboration: Working together to meet the needs of the families. And Diane, will you introduce yourself.  
>> Good afternoon.  My name is Diane Doak, I'm the executive director for Beginnings for parents of children who are deaf or hard of hearing.  And we will talk about agency collaboration, working to meet the needs of families. 
Beginnings, for those of you who don't know us, is a North Carolina‑based not for profit, and we support families who have children who are deaf or hard of hearing.  We also support the parents of hearing children who themselves are deaf, and we also support professionals that serve these families.
We serve all the families across the entire state of North Carolina, and you will see a map of that state later, and we are one of the few agencies that are from birth up until age 22.
So, we transpire the whole life of the childhood of that child, from infancy to transition to preschool, through school years, into college years.
For today's session, the learning objectives will be to learn how to collaborate with other agencies in your area, your local agencies, how to accentuate the differences between those agencies and learn the value of parent to parent support. 
This started when we received a grant from the Otokotter foundation to provide 10 one‑day workshops with Beginnings and The Care Grant project.  We incorporated Beginnings, the lead agency, and other agencies to make this happen.  The goal was to bring in rural and urban families in North Carolina, and we have a very diverse population between our cities and less urban areas.  We wanted to gather the families together so they can experience the powerful impact of spending time with other families who are like them.  We also wanted the children to be able to spend them with mentors, other children like them, and also for the siblings to have time with other siblings of children with hearing loss. 
The agency that was our primary collaboration was The CARE Project.  We have worked with The CARE Project over several weekend‑long retreats.  This is a not for profit in North Carolina that is expanding nationally in the next few years, and they provide support and counseling to families in North Carolina.  Their motto is family seminars where they provide family bonding time, and they provide break‑out groups with moms, dads, and children and siblings of the children who are deaf or hard of hearing, and it is a good time for them to all come in and have social time. 
And this is the brainchild of Johnny Sexten, I want to acknowledge him in the crowd right now, and it helps the families understand their grief process and the journey they are on, and this is why we wanted to partner with them. 
Beginnings is about providing support and technical assistance to families, and The CARE Project is about meeting the needs of our families and we know that together we can meet the needs of the families. And the goal we were looking at is to meet with families in their community at a time that is convenient to them.  We have already spent a lot of time on weekend retreats with families, but because the retreats are three to five times a year, and the nature of the retreats is very intimate and small, we wanted to provide an opportunity for families that didn't have the resources to be gone for a weekend, or travel to a weekend and give them the opportunity to experience that on a smaller scale.  So Beginnings has a state‑wide agency. You can see the state there, and we have eleven parent educators that are housed in home offices in regions across the state.  You can see the western most and eastern most region are huge regions for the parent educators. 
The reason for that is they are very low‑populated areas of our state.  If you see the purpley areas, they are our biggest urban regions: Raleigh and Charlotte.  And they are served by a parent educator, because the resources of the parent educator cannot know much further than that city.  We wanted to use our regions to reach those urban families that get a lot of resources, but to also reach the rural families and let them get together with families just like them. 
The process was pretty straight‑forward, I will not spend a lot of time elaborating on the process, but the first step was to identify on locations, which we did primarily through houses of worship.  They were happy to lend us their facilities, and the only fee was the cleaning fee at the end of the event.  That's where we had most of our events.  And we had to coordinate with people with that expertise, and we used the FamilyTrac system so we can find the families in the individual regions to invite them through social media, through e‑mail, and through snail mail. 
We had to develop the schedule for the day, arrange volunteers, and then create the assessment tools required by the grant.  So the first step was to ‑‑ and once we found locations and dates, was to find the families.  This is an example of one of the reports of our FamilyTrac.  For privacy reasons, I changed the baby's names to baby, and mom and dad's names to mom and dad.  But this was an actual report that we ran to find families served by a specific parent educator in a specific region over a specific timeframe. 
Now we had a target audience, and we are not just sending information out randomly, we had families that we knew would be interested in this event.  We created our advertisement, and the first thing we created was our flyer that we sent through snail mail.  But we're realistic and we know that a lot number of our families are younger adults, and they don't necessarily want a piece of paper in the mail.  They don't necessarily want a phone call, they want e‑mail and text.  So the families we knew preferred that methodology of communication, we were able to text or e‑mail the invitation to them. 
We had a specific flyer with the event, the church or house of worship, the time, and the participants. 
And one interesting thing we got from this is we got a call from an audiologist at East Carolina University and did a pediatric oral rehabilitation camp every Spring and they wanted to partner with us for a day retreat on steroids.  This included what we were providing, and also audiology graduate students so they can give information to talk about hearing loss, and the nicest thing was the undergraduate audiology students were babysitters. 
It was a nice way to expand what we were doing and include another whole group of people.  
So what did the day look like? This is the initial agenda, you get there, you sign in, and one of the first things we did was complete a survey, we will talk about that a little bit.  And we introduced The CARE Project and started talking about the family journey.  After lunch, we reconvened and for Beginnings, we talked about early intervention services, next step, transition to preschool ‑‑ any of those technical items that the families are going to need to know to move forward.
Well, we were presented with a lot of resistance.  Once we allowed the families to network, they didn't want to come back and listen to technical things.  So what did we do? We took our presentation, moved it up to the top, so then we were now providing two sessions for The CARE Project to do their emotional journey presentations and interventions with the family.
This way, we were meeting their needs that we really underestimated the power of getting together with other families. 
So we allowed a little bit more time for them to share their stories to network and to do their break‑out.
So what did our assessment look like? We decided to use Poll Everywhere, we had a captive audience.  This is where you put the question on the screen, you text your answer to a certain number that is given, and the answers immediately popped up.  This is one of the questions up there, when was your child's hearing identified, and for most of the families it was newborn hearing screening, 20 percent were a little bit later, and the rest was not much later.  That was an interesting thing we discovered. 
So what else did we learn by collaboration and the strength of these individual agencies, what did we learn? 
One of the questions we thought was interesting was, did you have a better understanding of how hearing loss impacts the entire family? We talk about how it impacts the child and the parent, but it is a whole family.  So we were very pleased to see that 84 percent of our families really do understand that this is a family journey now, it is not just them or their child.
The other question that we felt was very interesting was: Did the information help me better understand the importance of early intervention, and early identification for their child, their specific child.
And, again, we got in and we talk to families about how important early intervention is, but sharing that intervention with other families seems to cement it stronger.  We were pleased to see that parents had a much better understanding of how important this is now for the life of their family and child.  So that was really encouraging. 
And my very favorite result was this one: Would you like to meet families again? 
Overwhelmingly, 96 percent said yes.  Those that did not say yes were just not sure. 
And now, we don't know which family said what, and I wish in this particular question, we did, because I would like to reach out to them and see if there was something we could have done differently, or if they needed more help in their journey, and that was something we could have helped them with.  But I was excited to see that it was worth a day of their time to come together and meet with our families. 
Here's a picture of one of those sessions.  The picture is on the wall, we're in a church basement in Durham county, North Carolina.  And I love this picture because the parents are engaged, I don't see phones or side chattering, the parents are engaged.  When you can get a group of parents together that are engaged, that is always a success. 
Who did we reach? We reached 90 families across North Carolina and I will show you where they were across North Carolina, and by the third day of the retreat, we were bringing in hispanic interpreters because we had anywhere from two to four families wanting to have this experience in Spanish.  It wasn't ideal, because there was no cultural immersion, there was limited sharing with other families without that third‑person interpreter between them.
And, as much as we value using interpreters when we need to, personal, face‑to‑face discussion is always better. 
So we actually re‑scheduled our last two to be fully immersed in Spanish. We have five parent educators across the state that are fully bilingual with various cultural backgrounds.  So we had our last sessions with Spanish language and Latino culture, and they were two of the five highest‑attended retreats.  That's a huge learning curve, we need to connect the families that do not speak English a little bit better. 
91 children of these families were deaf or hard of hearing, and we had 61 siblings with them.  So we were reaching out to families all across North Carolina. 
So you saw the map where the family parent educators are located, and now with the stars, they don't show up how I would like, but the stars is where we actually had the retreats.  So we were successful in reaching rural and urban families.  Our two highest‑populated regions, we did do two in Mecklenburg county, where Charlotte is located, and two in Durham.  And those had the Spanish retreats.  The duplication of services is not how it appears. 
And we had one next to Charlotte county in North Carolina, and we were able to reach across the state and hopefully we will be able to continue and reach across to those families. 
And what we wanted the families to understand in Beginnings is the paths are different, we take a different path to get to the success of our child.  Some of us use visual communication, some of us use audition to language, or a combination of both, but all of us take a path that obtains success for our children.  Our paths are different, but we are traveling the same journey, no matter what it looks like. 
And for any information, if you want to reach out to us, you can reach out to us at beginnings, ncbegin.org, you can reach out to thecareproject.com, and hearingfirst.org.  So please access any of these resources if you need them. 
I will take questions now.  I don't know how fast I spoke, I don't know how much time is left.
Or, you can come see us up in 33.  So I had 10 minutes for questions, that's pretty good.

>> I really enjoyed your presentation, and I especially appreciated that you had included different cultures, such Spanish, in the endeavor.  Did you have any deaf mentors involved in the retreats? It is also helpful when you have deaf children.  
>> We reached out to the deaf community in North Carolina.  In Beginnings ourselves, we do have a parent of a child who uses ASL, and we have a deaf parent educator who uses spoken language in every day, but is fluent in ASL.  We provided ASL, or ASL interpreters.  We did not have any families responding, well, when we reached out to the families, we also included in that listing any of our culturally Deaf families we have served in those regions.  We did not have any that replied that needed ASL interpreting.  We actually provided two ASL interpreters at every event in case someone came, but I don't believe any of these families were able to actually attend on one of the retreats.

>> Do you use deaf professionals, or deaf mentors, in the program? 
>> In Beginnings? We have a staff member who is a parent, who uses ASL, and we have a Deaf parent educator. 
And specifically accessing deaf mentors, we have not reached out to them.  I'm more than happy to.  If we have a parent that is requesting that, we will connect them.  So Beginnings is about information and if it a parent is seeking that information, we will connect them with deaf mentors within the state of North Carolina. We do have those, the deaf mentors.

>> [ Speaker far from mic ].  As far as deaf mentors are concerned, I mean, do you have people from different backgrounds with different experiences, maybe some who went to deaf school, and others who were mainstreamed? So that families can see deaf adults from different backgrounds.  You see a lot with hearing folks, they have never seen a deaf adult.  So having exposure to that is very important, especially professionals, and not just people who are living on government subsidies, but people who work and live as deaf adults, from a variety of backgrounds. 
>> Beginnings itself does not provide a deaf mentor program, we would provide families who are requesting that to other agencies. We have other agencies in North Carolina that are specifically interested in providing a deaf mentor program.  I would be happy to talk to someone who has an idea to provide more deaf mentoring, but we have traditionally left that to state agencies and other professionals, not‑for‑profits, that are able to provide that service.  We, again, are a resource agency and we make that referal and help them access.  
>> [ Speaker far from mic ]. 
>> Well, the parents were engaged in the actual agenda that we showed you.  Other than the presentation, The CARE Project piece ‑‑ we took some time to talk about our personal journeys, and then we talk about how our journeys are similar, and how maybe they are different.  One of the nice things we do is we break out into smaller groups.  The dads and the male caregivers, and the mom and the female care givers, and share stories there. 
And when we talk to the dads, they say, that is nice, uh‑huh, mm‑hmm, kind of quiet.  And then we break out into groups with just dads, and they are high‑fiveing each other, and then they decided to make an e‑mail list to distribute to everyone to maintain contact.  So dads ‑‑ they leave it to mom so often and now that they are involved, they say, woo hoo, let's get going.  So it is more about sharing your personal journey, and it was a short session.  The CARE Project in a weekend, they spend a lot more time on these areas.  We condensed it to give them a taste of The CARE Project and hopefully one of the families will want to do the full weekend to really share their stories.

>> [ Speaker far from mic ]. 
>> Become aware of us? Beginnings itself is very fortunate, because we are state‑mandated for audiologists for notify us when a child identifies with a hearing loss.  So we get referrals directly through Hearing Link, the state tracking for the EHDI program.  So we get that information through hospitals and birthing programs quickly, and we also collaborate with audiologists and ENTs, we are well‑known in LEAs because we serve older children.  So if there's a teacher that thinks a family needs additional support, they will refer to us.  In North Carolina, we don't have a lot of trouble getting the word out that we're able.  Our bigger issue is finding the time and staff to meet all the needs of the people that really need assistance.

>> I was wondering if you had any activities for ‑‑ like for the siblings, specifically? Do they put them in daycare, do they stay with the parents? 
>> This was a one‑day event, there was no daycare.  We had fun activities, play activities, language‑rich activities for the children that were deaf or hard of hearing.  The siblings got to do the same activities.  We tended to do coloring or puzzles, and the staff person or volunteer working with that group would begin the conversations and say things like, so, Sue, you have a baby brother with hearing loss.  How does it feel that he wears hearing aids? And then it would take off and they would have their conversations, always while coloring, blowing bubbles, whatever the activity would be.  The kids didn't need much direction, they had a need to talk to other siblings and vent a little bit about how their little baby brother or sister gets all the attention, and we have to sit in the waiting rooms and ‑‑ true confession, I have a 28‑year‑old with a bilateral conductive  hearing loss, and his older brother used to complain about sitting in waiting rooms for speech and audiology and all those different things.  So we wanted the siblings to have a chance to vent and understand they are not alone.  It was a really good experience for them to be separated from their hard of hearing, or deaf sibling, and still be able to talk freely about it.

>> [ Speaker far from mic ]. 
>> Well, thank you for coming!  
[ Applause ].
